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 xls (both xls and xlsx) files into Tally.ERP 9 with the closing balance as on 31st July. Export : The data is exported in the following format: Column 1: CompanyCode Column 2: CompanyName Column 3: ClosingBalance For those files in xls format, there are multiple rows in each company. For those files in xlsx format, there is a single row for each company. So you need to write a code to check
whether it is an xlsx file or xls file, and decide to use what you mentioned above. The export worksheet can be edited for multiple companies in xlsx format, which is why you need to decide whether it is single file or multiple files. I hope this helps. 3 things you don't know about the new 'Purple Rain' "Purple Rain" was about Prince's life and times in Minneapolis, his music and hard times. It's great to
hear that Prince's family will get to learn about the soul of his music this week. Here's what you might not know about the biopic: 1. The script was inspired by Prince's lyrics. The scriptwriter, Brenda Chapman, was Prince's music-lover friend. Prince asked her to write a screenplay about his life as a teenager and college student in Minneapolis and later as a concert performer. She says Prince did all
the heavy lifting with his lyrics. "I just tried to give the language he uses a life of its own." 2. It's based on three memoirs. Chapman used three books of songs as her template and supplemented them with oral history from fans, friends and others who knew Prince in his time. 3. It's about the music. "The script is about this music," Chapman said, "and how that music is the essence of who he is and
who he wanted to be." Prince's life is being told through "Purple Rain," a new film based on the book "Prince: A True Story." Chapman shared a few details about the film, which opens Friday, Nov. 21. On the film's connection to Prince's music: "Prince was inspired by good music, the kind of music that made people feel like they were soaring above the clouds, if that makes any sense." On his

connection to Minneapolis: "I spent my childhood growing up here, but it didn't feel 82157476af
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